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Second-order Raman scattering in germanium in the vicinity of the E„Z,+ b, , edges
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The resonance of the I, and I » components of the second-order Raman spectrum of germanium has

been measured in the vicinity of the F.„E,+ 51 edges. Particular emphasis was paid to the features

corresponding to creation of 2TA(X) phonons, 2TO(L) phonons, and the anomalous peak due to

2TO(I ) phonons. This anomalous peak disappears below the resonant gap and is attributed to an

iterative process involving the first-order electron-phonon interaction taken to second order. The

remaining resonant features are due to the second-order interactions taken to first order and thus are

structurally analogous to the first-order processes. However, because of different contributions of
two-band (intervalley) and three-band {intravalley) processes, radically different line shapes can result for

these resonances. From these measurements, several electron —two-phonon coupling constants are

determined,

INTRODUCTION

Within the past few years, resonance Raman
scattering in the neighborhood of the Ep and E,
edges of tetrahedral semiconductors has received
considerable attention. ' The materials and the

edges under study were chosen so as to occur in a
region where a tight mesh of laser lines is avail-
able (Ar', Kr', He-Ne, He-Cd) or where continu-
ously tunable cw ' or pulsed~ lasers are known to
operate. For germanium, the prototype of the
tetrahedral family, the Ep gap occurs in a region
(0. 8 eV) not accessible to tunable lasers. While
this gap has not been studied in resonant Raman
scattering, the behavior of the resonances (both
first and second order) can be inferred from the
results obtained for GaP. ~

The band structure of germanium is shown in
Fig. 1. The Ep —Ep+ 60 gap occurs between the
I"». top of the valence band, split by spin-orbit in-
teraction into I'8 and I',", and the I'3. conduction
band. According to our experience with GaP we

expect for the resonance of the first-order Raman
phonon (I'2,.) a sharp peak near E„due to the split-
ting of the I'8 degeneracy by the phonon distortion,
and a weaker resonance near Ep+bp due to the cou-
pling of I,' with I', by the phonons. Neglecting the
Raman frequency shift with respect to the relevant
electronic energies, the leading singular term in
the Ep resonance has the form l& —apl ' and that
in the E, + 40 resonance has the form l w —+pl

'
Both these resonances depend on only one electron-
phonon coupling constant (also called deformation
potential) usually designated as do. 8 The three in-
dependent components of the second-order Raman
spectrum, (I'„ I'». , I"») are expected to resonate
in different ways. The I'». and I"» components
should resonate with the same shape as the first-
order phonon; the resonant strength, however, is
given by different parameters designated as Bz,.

and D». The I', component has strong l(d (dpi

like resonances both at E, and Ep+ 40 since both

gaps are modulated by symmetry-preserving per-
turbations (i.e. , I', ). The strength of these reso-
nances is determined by the deformation potential
D, . ' It was shown in Ref. 7 that the deformation
potentials D, and D». are very large and, corre-
spondingly, that the integrated strength of the sec-
ond-order scattering is only an order of magnitude
below that of the first-order line.

While the Ep —Ep++0 gaP of germanium is, at
present, inaccessible to resonant Raman work, the

E1 —E1 + ~1 gap occurs in a rather convenient re-
gion (2. 1-2.3 eV at 300K), in which many gas la-
ser lines and cw tunable dye lasers are available.
As shown in Fig. 1, this gap corresponds to tran-
sitions along most of the (111)directions of the
Brillouin zone between the nearly parallel A3 va-
lence bands (split by spin-orbit interaction) and the

A, conduction bands. The properties and algebra
of these transitions are discussed in Ref. 8. The
shape and strength of E„E,+ 4, resonance of the
first-order Raman phonon are determined by two

processes, "interband" and "intraband, " charac-
terized by two independent deformation potentials.
The "interband" process corresponds to the split-
ting of the [111]E„E,+ b,, gaps from the equiva-
lent gape along [111], [ill], [111], produced by a
phonon polarized along [111]. This process is de-
termined by a deformation potential called d1, 0.
The "intraband" process corresponds to the cou-
pling by the phonon of the spin-orbit split A3 bands;
it is characterized by the deformation potential,
y5 10y11

3, 0

Information about the shape of the first-order
Raman resonance of germanium near E„E,+ b,1

was obtained by Renucci et a/. prior to the avail-
ability of the cw dye laser. These authors shifted
the E1 —E, +4, gaps of germanium to 2. 37-2. 55 eV
by alloying with 22% of silicon, in order to bring
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FIG. 1. Band structure of germanium showing the F
&

and E ( + 6), Fo and Eo + Qo gaps. From Ref. I 8.

them to the region where sufficient Ar'-laser lines
are available. Instead of separate resonances at
Fj and E&+ 6& they just saw one broad peak cen-
tered between the energies of these two gaps.
Measurements with a cw dye laser4 confirmed the
line shape obtained by Renucci et al. ~ The ab-
sence of separate E„F,+ 6, resonances was then
interpreted as due to the fact that the interband de-
formation potential for scattering by optical pho-
nons is negligible compared with its intraband
counterpart d', , o. The intraband mechanism, i.e. ,
the coupling by the phonon of the spin-orbit split
valence bands, should produce a broad peak be-
tween the energies F., and E, + 4„ in agreement

with the experimental observations.
The second-order Raman spectrum of germani-

um has been recently measured by %einstein and
Cardona" with a laser wavelength a = 5145 A (see
Fig. 2). The I', component of this spectrum cor-
responds almost exclusively to overtone scattering
and yields a fairly good picture of the density of
one Phon-on states (with the energy scale multiplied
by two since these are overtone processes). The
1",

& component is only significant in the region of
two optical phonons. Nevertheless, even in this
region the l"&z component with the I oudon normal-
ization (i bi ) only amounts to one-tenth of the I',
component I a I ." The I'2, . component (I d I' of the
Loudon notation) amounts to 40%%uq of i ai in the two-
optical-phonon region but is nearly negligible in
the region of two TA overtones. A sharp peak ap-
pears at an energy equal to that of two optical pho-
nons at I'. This peak cannot be interpreted in
terms of the density of overtone states. It was
suggested' that this peak is due to iterative pro-
cess (the first-order electron-phonon interaction
taken in second-order perturbation theory) strong-
ly resonant because of the vicinity of E„E,+ 6,.

The experimental program discussed above leads
to the measurement of the resonant behavior of the
second-order Raman spectra of Ge (I', and I"3,
components; the I » component is too small to be
meaningfully studied). A preliminary measure-
ment of the resonance of the linear combination of
components I'&+I'»+ I ». for the feature in Fig. 2
due to two TO phonons near I. has been recently
reported. This linear combination is dominated
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by the F& component and, contrary to the F». first-
order resonance, it exhibits peaks near E, and E&

+ 4, . Attempts to analyze these measurements
theoretically were hampered by the fact that the
resonance of the weak I'». component had not been
measured and thus that of I', could not be complete-
ly isolated (the I'» component is negligible). In
this paper, we present measurements of the reso-
nance of the 2TO(I.}structure of Fig. 2 near E,
—E&+ 4&, as observed in the I'». component of the
Raman spectrum. This resonance has the same
shape as that of the first-order I"». phonon. This
fact indicates that the two-phonon interband defor-
mation potential D,' is also negligible, a rather
surprising result. From this 1». resonance we
determine the corresponding two. -phonon intraband
deformation potential D~. %e use these results to
extract the pure I", component of the 2TO(L) reso-
nance from the I', + I'2~. + I',z combination (r„=0)
and the corresponding deformation potential D&. %e
also present the F, +F». +F» resonance of the
2TO(W- X) shoulder of Fig. 2 and that of the
2TA(X} structure. The latter resonance is essen-
tially that of the pure F& component since the F»
and I',z components of the 2TA(X) scattering are
negligible (see Fig. 2}. We thus obtain from these
data the D& deformation potential for scattering by
two TA(X) phonons.

A detailed study of the resonance of the 21 opti-
cal phonon peak of Fig. 2 is also presented. It is
shown that this peak is indeed only present near the
resonant energies and thus resonates more strong-
ly than all other two-phonon features. The posi-
tion of the peak shifts slightly to lower frequencies
with increasing laser frequency. All these peaks
confirm the conjecture made earlier" that this
resonance is an iterative effect of the first-order
electron-phonon interaction.

THEORY

A. Processes (a) of Fig. 3

The theory of the resonant phenomena reported
here is most easily presented in terms of the di-
electric theory of Raman scattering. This theory
assumes that the frequency Q of the excitation
created in the Baman process is negligible com-
pared with the relevant electronic energies, or,
more precisely,

Il &
I

(u (so+ iltl (1)

where co is the laser frequency, ~0 is the frequen-
cy of the resonant gap under consideration, and q
is its lifetime broadening. Under these conditions
the Raman tensor for first-order scattering R;,
can be written

where y;, is the electric susceptibility and $ is the
amplitude of the Raman phonon. For second-order
scattering we must use instead of Eq. (2) the sec-
ond derivative of X multiplied by the average ampli-
tudes of the two phonons involved. The cross sec-
tion for Raman scattering is proportional to (d

multiplied by I e; ~ R ~ e, I, where e& and e, are the
polarization vectors of the incident and the scat-
tered field, respectively.

The derivative of Eq. (2) contains usually two
distinct types of terms: terms due to phonon-in-
duced variations in the energy gap between two
bands (two-band terms) and terms produced by
changes in the corresponding transition matrix ele-
ments. Matrix elements change due to changes in
the wave functions produced by phonon-induced ad-
mixture of the two bands under consideration with
a third band (three-band terms).

The theory of the changes in X induced by pertur-
bations of 1» I',3, and 1». symmetry in the neigh-
borhood of E» Ez+ 4& has been worked out in con-
nection with the theory of piezoreflectance"'; a
hydrostatic stress has I", symmetry and pure
shears along [100] and [ill] have I',z and I'2, . sym-
metries, respectively. Hence, the differential ex-
pressions given in Refs. 15 and 16 apply to the
first-order Raman tensor provided one replaces
the strain deformation potentials dq and d, (the
notation is that of Ref. 15) by the corresponding
one-phonon deformation 4d,', „4d,', , and the strain
q, by 4$/av 3, where a is the lattice constant. '"
The component d& of the I'». first-order Raman
tensor'4 thus becomes

2~~ X -X
d

1 dXds
2v3 d~

(5)
where g' and X are the contribution to X of E, and
E y+ Aj respectively. A different and independent
derivation of Eq. (3) is given in the Appendix. The
first term in brackets in Eq. (3) represents intra-
valley (three-band} contributions while the second
term gives the intervalley (two-band) effects. The
shape of these two contributions can be evaluated
from the measured spectral dependence of the
complex susceptibility X. ' This susceptibility can
be split into E, and Eg+ lid contributions X' and X

in the manner suggested in Ref. 15. The deriva-
tive dy/die, can be obtained by using the theoretical
form of y near E„8

X~ ~i~ f(~ —~&) (4)

and similarly around E, + 4, with (d& replaced by

~, +6,. From Eq. (4) we find

(5a)

(2) Using the X of Ref. 17 and Eq. (5) it is easy to see
that for our purposes that
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{a)

plitudes. The I'». component of the second-order
spectrum thus becomes for a, given pair of phonons
[see Eq. (3)]:

8 X' —
X 5 1 dX D5 ($&}' (g}

2 qS g 3 4/2 d(d 1 gm

where the electron-two-phonon deformation poten-
tial D, has been defined so as to have the coupling
between the two split valence bands along [ill]
produced by a phonon sublattice displacement of
unit amplitude along [ill] equal to

8
3 zD3 ~

The I'&z component of the second-order spectrum
has only intraband (three-band} contributions near
E, —E, +~&. It can be written as""

X+ —X (( )~1~ (( )ha=3 D3 a
1 a (8)

I + .':-:—;-~ {c)

Similarly, the I'& component, containing only two-
band terms" is

4 dx (4)"'&4)'"z=- Di
'

„z
'

FIG. 3. Mechanisms which contribute to the two-pho-
non processes (a) electron-two-phonon interaction taken
to first-order (b) electron-one-phonon interaction taken
iteratively to second order. Diagram {c) shows how to
include nonresonant-type (b) processes into those of
type (a) by using a dressed electron-two-phonon vertex. [x(~) —x(~ —Ii)]/II, (10)

Equations (3), (8), and (9) can be easily modified
to take into account the finite frequency of the ex-
citation Q. This is done by replacing the deriva-
tives dQd&u by the finite differences

d){',

d4)g d(d
(5b)

where co is the frequency of the incident laser,
and by replacing y' by

~2[X (~)+X (~ —~)] .
%e nevertheless use here the complete expression
for dgd&e& given in Eq. (5a).

Two distinct mechanisms contribute to two-pho-
non processes, as shown in Fig. 3. The processes
of Fig. 3(a) are determined by the electron-two-
phonon interaction vertices taken to first order
while those of Fig. 3(b) represent iterative elec-
tron-one-phonon processes. As shown in Ref. 7
the separation into processes of types (a) and (b)
is not unique: nonresonant and partly resonant,
processes of type (b) can be formally lumped to-
gether with type (a) processes by using a dressed
interaction vertex as shown in Fig. 3(c).

Processes of type (a}, with dressed interaction
vertices, seem to dominate the second-order spec-
tra of germanium-type materials. Since these
processes have the same structure as the first-or-
der processes (with the electron-two-phonon inter-
action), the corresponding Raman tensor can be
obtained from the first-order expressions: the
first-order deformation potential must be replaced
by its electron-two-phonon counterpart and the
phoaon amplitude by the product of two-phonon am-

d30=&2dgo (12)

This relationship is completely general for all
isomorphie deformation potentials such as D3 and

The constants D', and D,' of Eq. (5} are, in princi-
ple, independent of each other. By making some
simplifications about the structure of the A& con-
duction and A3 valence functions it is possible,
however, to find a relationship between D,' and
D& If we a.ssume that the A, Bloch function (peri-
odic part} is only an admixture of I'~. and 1', (s-
like functions), the I'z, phonons do not affect the
A, state. To what extent this assumption is justi-
fied can be seen in Ref. 18. The A, state at the
middle of the zone is about 60/p l",- and I'z. -like;
the rest is mainly a I » contribution from the va-
lence bands which must make the approximation
rather poor. Be it as it may, we pursue the path
of this approximation and further assume that the
A3 bands have mainly I'». components at the top of
the valence band. This approximation holds rather
well, to about 80%. ' Under these conditions one
can prove that
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For germanium g=0. 1 eV, 6, =0. 2 eV and the
d, , „„ddt„ntnr =4. This ratio makes the interval-
ley contribution small, but not negligible.

%e have performed a pseudopotential calcula-
tion of the variation of d 3, 0 and d', ,0 with k along
[ill]. The results are shown in Fig. 4; d', , c
=d,',(cond) —d, ,c(val), where (cond) and (val) in-
dicate the contribution of valence and conduction
bands to d', , Near I" we have the relations

d3 () =ado) difo doer (14)

where do is the deformation potential at I'. Devi-
ations from Eci. (12) appear exclusively if there is
significant admixture of I'». functions to the va-
lence bands in the spirit of k p. ' The coupling
between the I'» and I',3 components of the valence
band produces the difference which, as shown in
Fig. 4, has the effect of increasing drastically the
ratio of Eq. (13). At the center of the I' Lline-
the ratio of Eq. (13) becomes eight times larger
since, according to Fig. 4, there is almost com-
plete cancellation between d,', c(val) and dt', a(cond).

The dashed curve of Fig. 5 reproduces the ex-
perimental resonance of the Raman phonon of ger-
manium. 4 The dashed-dotted and the solid curve

FIG. 4. Deformation potentials d3 0, d& 0 (cond), and
5

s ~

d& 0(val) as a function of k along the [111)direction of the
Brillouin zone. Note added in proof: Due to an error in
computations the values of t(t 0(cond) should be multiplied
by 3.

D&. Using this relationship one can estimate with
Eq. (3) the relative contribution of intervalley and

intravalley terms. Approximating the maximum
of dX/die by gq, where q is the lifetime broadening
of the structure, we find for the ratio of intraval-
ley-to-intemalley Raman tensor components

& 0
g O2I-
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FIG. 5. Experimental resonance observed for the one-
phonon Raman scattering in germanium (dashed curve).
The dash-dotted 1.ine was calculated from experimental
values of the optical constants with Eq. (3) for d, 0=0
(Ref. 4). The solid line was obtained from Eq. (A12)
with di n(cond) = —5 eV, di 0(valj = —1 7 eV, n(n n

= 40 eV
and with the model bands used in this paper.

are theoretical curves. The dashed-dotted line
was obtained using for X in Eq. (3) the experimen-
tal optical constants. The solid line was obtained,
as discussed in the Appendix, from Etl. (A14}, with
the model density of states to be used later to cal-
culate iterative processes [Fig. 2(b)] and the aver-
age deformation potentials d,', c(cond) = —5 eV,
d,', c(val) = —17 eV, d', , a =40 eV, taken from Fig. 5.

B. Iterative processes (b) of Fig. 3

The diagram in Fig. 3(b) is obtained in fourth-
order perturbation theory whereas that in Fig.
3(a} is obtained in third-order perturbation theory.
Correspondingly, the analytic expression for Fig.
3(b) has one energy denominator more than that of
Fig. 3(a). For all intermediate states for which
this additional energy denominator is large, dia-
gram 3(b) can be added to diagram 3(a), thus re-
normalizing the electron-two-phonon interaction.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3(c). For some inter-
mediate states, all the energy denominators of
Fig. 3(b) can become small leading to a strong en-
hancement in the scattering cross section. The
iterated process [Fig. 3(b)] therefore should con-
tain contributions which resonate more strongly
than those of Fig. 3(a). This will hold if enough
intermediate states are available which lead to
three resonant energy denominators, that is, near
interband critical points, especially when there are
indirect gaps nearby. ' These relevant intermedi-
ate states only extend over a small portion of the
Brillouin zone. If no indirect gaps are involved,
only small momentum transfer to phonons occurs
if the strongest resonance condition is obeyed.
Thus, this type of Fig. 3(b) process involves only
near-zone center phonons. The observed Raman
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peaks are "anomalous" in that they do not correspond
to peaks in the joint density of states (in fact the

density of states vanishes where these peaks appear).
Another peculiarity of the diagram of Fig. 3(b)

is that the additional energy denominator [com-
pared to diagram 3(a)] contains the transferred
momentum which determines the kinetic energy of
the intermediate electron-hole pair. The momen-
tum integration over final phonons affects the reso-
narice behavior of this energy denominator and

weakens the resonance. On the other hand, the
kinetic energy of the electron-hole pair can make
the energy denominator vanish for a finite mornen-
tum even if the laser frequency is above the criti-

cal point. The higher the incident frequency above
the critical point, the bigger the momentum of pho-
nons mill have to be for which the energy denomi-
nator becomes resonant. This leads to a shift of
the anomalous peak to lower wave numbers with
increasing incident frequency above the critical
point. "

Unlike the diagram of Fig. 3(a), diagram of Fig.
3(b) caxmot be represented as a derivative of linear
susceptibilities and must be calculated directly us-
ing a definite model for the relevant energy bands. '
In our case a three-band model is appropriate.
Diagram 3(b) then leads to the following analytic
expression for the Raman tensor:

= ~ g. (p, y)([f(p, QA)5, -f.;(p, Qji)][f(p, -Qj~)5. ."-f;; (p, -4ja)l+(Qji)-(-Qj2))r" (p+(o))

x [8(u+ iq —@u,(p)+ g(u„(p)] [h(o+ iq —kQq (Q) —Ra), (p+(oe)) + k(o„(p+(0))]

x [h&u+ iq —IA, (Q) —g& (Q) —g&,(p+(o))+ Ku, ~ (p+(o))] '
~ (15)

The coupling functions f and g are defined in Eqs.
(Al), (AIO), and (All). In the second energy de-
nominator of Eg. (15) 8~,(p+Q) and gv„.(P) must
be taken if electron scattering is considered. Sim-
ilarly h&u, (p) and gu&„. (p+Q) must be taken for hole
scattering. In the third energy denominator and
the coupling function g„", the argument p+Q has to
be used if both the electron and the hole are scat-
tered during the whole process, otherwise use the

argument p.
The different contributions of expression (15) are

illustrated in Fig. 6. Figures 6(a)- 6(c) describe

iterated hole scattering, Fig. 6(d) iterated electron
scattering and Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) mixed electron-
hole scattering. Assuming, as we did in the pre-
vious section, that the I ». optical phonon does not
affect the conduction band A& (that d~&, 0(cond) is
small) processes (d)-(f) can be neglected. Also,
if the two-band terms are negligible with respect
to the three-band terms like in first-order scatter-
ing, we are left with only Fig. 6(a)." These ap-
proximations give a simple, physical model and
lead to good agreement with experiment as will be
shown below. For Fig. 6(a), Eq. .(15) simplifies to

I

7'"'(Q), jda) = . z.(p, y)[f (P, Qji)f;.(p, -Qja)+f.;(p, -Qj2)f;.(P, Qji)]g.(P, y')

oCue

x[8(u+iq —k&u, (p)+ k(u„(p}][8'(u+iq —KQq, (Q) —k(u, (p)+ h(u„(p+Q)]

x [Ku+ iq —gA~, (Q) —go~, (Q) —ku), (p)+ g(u„(p)],

&- (Q~ jd2) = Z T".."(Q,M2)

(16)

In Eg. (16) the p sum has been split into a I sum
over the eight valleys along the unit vector e = (+ 1,
a 1, a I)/g3 and a restricted p sum over the corre-
sponding valley. Using a critical-point analysis
the matrix elements are assumed to be independent
of momentum. Using symmetry operations (for

instance, the inversion and rotation by v) the con-
tributions of the different valleys can be trans-
formed into those of a standard valley. The com-
binations (yy'jg2) = (xxxx), (xxyy), (xyxy) in
T„'t'(Q,jga) plus all symmetry related combinations
transform like the identity and lead to a construc-
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= IQ I(1 —[(Q/IQ I) ~ e, ]aj&~2, /=1, 2, 3, 4 within the
effective-mass approximation for the critical
points E& and E&+ 4&.

The symmetry properties of the cross section
solely come from the quantity M„„.» . Using Eqs.
(Al), (A10), and (All) we easily verify the rela-
tions M„,„„=M„„„„=M„„=4M„,. From that fol-
lows, for the different symmetry components of
the cross section,

d "»' 1 do
(19)

~/X
(c) (d)

I„"t

(20)

It is difficult to check the predictions of Eqs. (19)
and (20) with the presently available experiment
data. Figure 2, however, supports qualitatively
relations (19) and (20).

The frequency dependence of the cross section
comes solely from the S terms in Eq. (17). I et
us introduce the following abbreviations:

(e) (f)
FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the various terms

which contribute to Eq. (15) for the E&, E, +b
&

gaps.

(„) 5(gp + iq —nk A —e„
V

v=1, 2, n=0, 1, 2,
2p, a

(21)

tive valley summation. These are the terms me
shall only consider in the following. We have cal-
culated the ones which lead to a destructive l sum
and found that their contributions mere two orders
of magnitude smaller. Using Eq. (Al), (A10), and
(All) the absolute square of the transition matrix
element can then be written

2

lft (Q, ~~;)I'=41M„..., I' Z s .(Q, )
l =la 4

with

'1&ja 2Re(g1 (r)[f&2(A)fa&( ja)

+f12(ia)fa&(i1)l g&(y')) ~ (18)

Here we used the fact that opposite valleys are
equivalent giving a prefactor 4 restricting the l
sum to four terms. S denotes the sum over the
three energy denominators; Re means the real
part. Neglecting the Q dependence of the phonons,
S depends only on the projected momentum Q&

In Eqs. (20) and (21) p, is the reduced mass which
is the same for both valence bands, a is the lattice
constant and &„&2are the energy gaps E& and E,
+ b, . Using an effective mass approximation for
the band energies around the E, and E, + 4g critical
points are neglecting the linear terms, one obtains

&)3&(C 1 V
vv' v

(2 P 2&(

x Q [(o((» pa+)(o(2& pa 2)]-1
~A

-1
x n,"„!-~ya'-p', a'-2 —"ap, ga

R7h

(22)
In Eq. (22) we have carried out the longitudinal p
sum parallel to (1,1, 1)/)j3 which gives 32C/a,
mhere C is a cutoff factor = 3. The transverse
sum $2 can be carried out in cylindrical coordi-
nates and one obtains for co & ej,

(())= ) — "' — "" (()')'- (() )' "' — (() )')
&)3 CV 2p,

Spa'&2' " ' "'
mh m'h ' "'

mh

(&((2& (2(1&+ (Q(2)a ~ 1 —2~ (2(1) ——(Qa)
2~"

V y V
h h h j ) (23)

where mh is the hole mass and I is the integral

1 1
I(R, b, c&= ' dx

2+P (ra+ 2bs+ c')"' with y=(P —2bp+c) ' .

(24)
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The function S is obtained for + & (d& from Eqs.
(23) and (24) by analytic continuation. Taking all
equations together one obtains for the component
I'& the following cross section:

(
da & 9(o' Ig I (dl, o)
dQ 2(2m)'ac4VM~Q~

D 2

x dXX dA S„„., X, . 25
0 VAV

/=1, $

D is a cutoff for the final momentum integration of
the order 1. X& is defined as Q, a and M is the
mass of the nucleus.
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The experiments reported here were performed
at room temperature in the backscattering config-
uration. The sample was cut out of an ingot of n-
type germanium of 30-Acm resistivity. All mea-

FIG. 8. Besonance of the 2TO(L) peak of the two-
phonon spectrum of germanium in the I 2&, configuration.
Circles: gas laser lines; triangles: tunable dye laser.
The solid curve is obtained with Eq. (6) with D5&—- 0.
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surements were performed on a (100) face, x-ray
oriented to ~ 2', polished-etched with Syton. The
pure I'~, . component of the spectrum (dz) was ob-
served for incident and scattered polarizations
parallel to [010] and [001j, respectively. The sum
of the I'„E'»., and I"» components was observed
for both polarizations parallel to [110].

The measurements were taken with a 1m Spex
double monochromator outfitted with a triple mono-
chromator. Detection was performed with an
RCA C31034 multiplier by photon counting with a
multichannel counter swept as a function of wave-
length. A 165 Spectra Physics Kr-ion and a Spec-
tra Physics model No. 170 (24 W in all lines) Ar-
ion laser were used to provide discrete wave-
lengths. Continuously tunable wavelengths were
obtained with a Rhodamine SiCGG-run Spectra
Physics model No. 3'70 cw dye laser. This laser
was also operated with a Rhodamine 66 solution
in water and hexafluoroisopropanol (1:1). The
laser radiation was focused on the sample with a
cylindrical lens (image parallel to monochromator
slit). This procedure was of particular importance
to avoid heating since laser powers as high as sev-
eral watts were sometimes used.

FIG. 7. Besonance of the 2TO(L) gaman peak of ger-
manium near the E& and E, +6, peaks. The circles and

triangles represent points taken with ion lasers and
tunable dye lasers, respectively. The dashed line repre-
sents the resonance of the first-order spectrum. The
vertical scale represents the height of the observed
peaks in arbitrary unitswhich, nevertheless, are the
same in this and all subsequent second-order reson. ance
curves. The first order heights have been. divided by 150.
The solid line is a theoretical curve for the second-or-
der spectrum obtained as described in the text. All
measurements were made at room temperature. In or-
der to bring the experimental and the theoretical curves
to coincide. , the latter has been, shifted by 20 meV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Resonances due to electron-two-phonon interaction

The points in Fig. 7 show the resonance in the
I', + I"z,. + I', ~ 2TO(L) phonon of germanium dis-
cussed already in Ref. 11. The dashed line is the
resonance of the first-order phonon reported in
Ref. 4. This resonance, peaked between E, and
E, + 4„differs rather drastically from the second-
order resonance which exhibits distinct peaks
slightly above E& and E, + 4&, respectively. The
solid line is an attempt at fitting the experimental
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FIQ. 11. Experimentally obtained resonance of the
r, +r2$ +rf2 components of the 2TO(X-N9 peaks of the
Raman spectrum of germanium (Fig. 2). The triangles
are dye laser points, the circles gas l,aser points.

Points with a sum of I", [Eq. (9)], I'~3 [Eq. (8)],
[Eq. (6) with D,' = 0] contributions. The

theoretical curve was obtained by using finite dif-
ferences instead of derivatives [Eqs. (10) and (11)]
and, for a better fit, had to be shifted by 20 meV
to higher energies. Shifts of this magnitude are
required in many resonant Raman experiments,
especially those around && and E&+ ~&.

Figure 8 shows the resonance in the I'». compo-
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I IQ. 10. Experimentally obtained resonance of the
r f + I 25 + r$2 components of the 2TA(X) peak of Fig. 2 ~

The triangles are dye laser points; the circles gas laser
points. The dashed line was obtained with Eq. (10)
shifted by 66 meV to higher energies.

FIQ. 9. Experimentally obtained resonance of the I',
component of the 2TO(L) Raman spectrum of Ge (see text).
The dashed line was obtained with Eq. (9) with the deriva-
tive replaced by the finite difference of Eq. (9) and shifted
by 17 meV to higher energies.

nent of the 2TO(L) peak of Fig. 2. A comparison
with Fig. 7 shows that this resonance is very dif-
ferent from the I', resonance and rather similar
to the I'z~. first-order resonance. The solid curve
in Fig. 7 was obtained with Eq. (6) using the opti-
cal constants of Ref. 17 for D&=0, with a shift of
37 meV to higher energies. The accidental but
simultaneous cancellation of the first-order (d&, o)
and the second-order (D&~) deformation potentials
is indeed quite remarkable.

Using the results of Fig. 8 it is possible to ex-
tract from Fig. 7 the shape of the separate 1",
resonance. Under the assumption D& = 0, the F»
and I'&3 resonances have the same shape [Eqs. (6}
and (8}]. From Ref. 7 we find 5', =-,'d~&at 5145 A.
Since the shapes of both resonances are the same
we assume this relationship to hold throughout the
whole spectrum. Hence, the I'& component is found
by subtracting from the measurements of Fig. 7,
f of those of Fig. 8. The results are shown by the
solid line of Fig. 9. The dashed line was obtained
from Eq. (9) with the derivative replaced by the
finite difference of Eq. (10) using the optical con-
stants of Ref. 17.

%e show in Fig. 10 the resonance of the I'&+ I'».
+ I'&3 component of the 2TA feature in the acousti-
cal part of the two-phonon spectrum of germanium.
Since according to Fig. 2 for this structure I'».
= I'&z = 0, the points of Fig. 10 should represent
the pure I'& component. The fit to the theoretical
curve [Eq. (9) shifted by 66 meV to higher ener-
gies] is reasonably good.

For the sake of completeness we show in Fig. 11
the height of the 2TO(X- W) structure of Fig. 2
(see also Fig. 12). This resonance is rather sim-
ilar in shape to the 2TO(L) resonance of Fig. V.

Since we have not measured the I'». component of
the resonance of Fig. 11, we cannot extract the I,
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TABLE I. Energies {in meV) by which one must shift
the ca1culated resonance curves of germanium in order
to agree with experiment. A shift of 40 mev was also
needed for the first-order scattering of In3b near E,-E) + 6) {Ref. 22).

2TA {X) 2TO{L)

17
37

component. Figure 12 shows the complete 2TO
spectrum (I', + I',z+ I'2, .}for several laser wave-
lengths.

The theoretical curves of Figs. 7-11 had to be
slightly shifted to higher energies to represent the
experimental data. These shifts are presented in
Table I. For the Ej —Ej+ ~, first-order resonance
of InSb a similar shift (40 meV) is required. These
shifts have a sign opposite to that which would be
required if it were due to laser heating. It has also
been pointed out' that the shift with temperature
of the electronic critical energies (i.e. , peaks) ob-
served in the Raman resonances is smaller than
that found from the optical spectra. Thus, the dis-
crepancy between "Baman" and optical gapa in-
creases with increasing temperature. Similar dis-
crepancies (-0.15 eV) have also been found for the

E, resonance of some of the second-order Raman
peaks of GaP, ' although the first-order peak
seems to resonate at the same energy as the opti-
cal constants. e It is nevertheless more difficult to
establish these shifts near Ep than near E& because
of the large corrections which have to be applied
to the experimental data in order to take into ac-
count the rapidly varying absorption coefficient.

A satisfactory theoretical account of these shifts
has yet to be given. The correspondingly small
temperature shift of the Baman gaps suggests that
it may be related to the negative contribution to the
low-temperature gaps produced by the self-energy
of the zero-point phonons. This shift or "dressing"
of the electronic gaps should be fully present in the
optical spectra. For a reason not clear to the
authors, the Baman spectra may be sampling a less
dressed gap.

i.e. , ratios of areas under the Raman spectra.
The ratios of heights were normalized into ratios
of areas by using the ratios of areas measured at
2. 18 eV and given in Table II. Vfe take for the area
of the TO and TA second-order spectra the total
area of these branches and not only that of the crit-
ical point since it is not possible to separate ex-
actly the critical point from the remaining contri-
butions of the phonon branch. It is, however, clear
that this intensity, and thus the calculated defor-
mation potentials, must be determined by the con-
tribution of the most prominent critical point (X
for TA, I. for TO).

The deformation potential d ~, p should be the
average for all the region of k space involved in the
transitions; the averaging is made easier by the
fact that d3 p is nearly constant in the I'-L region
(see Fig. 4}. We take d3, 0=40 eV, the value at the
center of the I'-L region. In Ref. 11 we had used
d,', p =15.4 eV, the value calculated for silicon at
the L point by Goroff and Kleinman. Since the
structure and eigenvectors of the top valence band
is nearly the same for silicon as for germanium'
we would expect d3, p also to be nearly the same.
%e do not, at present, understand the reason for
the discrepancy.

For the I", overtone resonances we have from
Eqs. (2) and (9)

I,(1',) a, 1+n, ((u p)

I~(I'25. ) a/6 [1+n~(v~)1"'

X g Q)

(26)
where M is the atomic mass, ~& is the first-order
Raman frequency, ~2 is the second-order phonons
and n~ is the Raman frequency of the Bose-Ein-
stein factor. The functions dXI'dv, (actually the
ratio of finite differences mentioned earlier) and
X' —y are shifted so as to obtain the best fit to the
experimental data.

For the I"» second-order contribution we find
from Eqs. (2) and (6)

I~(I'2, , ) 2/2 1+n~(&o) (X' —X )2

I&(I'z&. ) a [1+ns(&u&)]'" (g' —X-),

B. Deformation potentials for electron-two-phonon interaction

~(d D 3X 54M QP3 d3 p
(27)

From the theoretical fits to the curves of Figs.
8-10 it is possible to determine the deformation
potentials D~ and D, for 2TO(I. ) scattering and D,
for 2TA(X} scattering by comparison with the first-
order results of Fig. 7, provided d ~S, p is known.
%e must point out, however, that the vertical
scales of Figs. 7-10 represent measured peak
heights. In order to determine deformation poten-
tials we need ratios of total scattering intensities,

TABLE II. Ratios of second- to first-order scattering
intensities at 2. 18 eV.

2TO
2TA

0.048
0. 028

0. 025

The deformation potentials calculated with Eqs. (26)
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TABLE III. Deformation potentials calculated with Eqs.
(26) and (27) in eV for TO and TA phonons in Ge at the E&

gap. Also shown are the analogous deformation poten-
tials found for the Ep edge of GaP and ZnTe.

a To[L)|

eV

Ge(E &)

CaP(E,)'

ZnTe(E )"

InSb (Ep)'

2TO
2TA

2TO
2LO

TO+ LO
2TA

2TA
2LO

TA+ LO
TO+ LO

2TA
2TO

D)

2534
170

1670
2180

675

675
0

15000
620

D3, D)5 D)5 5

543 0
0 0

450

400
115

470
0

lX

K
0)

0-

Z TO{

a To(L.}j

8eV
~From Ref. 7.
"H. Schmidt, H. McCombe, and M. Cardona (unpub-

lished).
'K. L. Ngai and A. K. Ganguly, Proceedings of the

NATO Summer Institute, Antwerp 1973 (unpublished); al-
so K. L. Ngai (private communication).

2TO(Q)

and (27) for the TO and TA phonons are listed in
Table III together with the analogous deformation
potentials (D„D») found for the E, edge of Gap,
ZnTe, and InSb. The deformation potential for the
I'» component of the 2TQ phonons D', was obtained
without measuring the resonance, from the ratio of
this component to the first-order line determined
a,t 2. 41 eV in Ref. 7.

Concerning the 2TQ deformation potentials, we
note a decrease from Ge to Gap and a very rapid
decrease to near zero from GaP to ZnTe. The
2TA deformation potential increases from Ge to the
polar materials. %e do not know at present wheth-
er they are complicated by the different nature of
the resonances observed for germanium (E„E,
+ 6,) and for the polar compounds (Eo, Eo+ ao). We
are measuring at present E&, E, + 4& resonances
in InSb and GaSb in order to ascertain this point
and to obtain a clear pattern of the systematics of
electron-two-phonon deformation potentials.

C. Resonances due to iterated electron-one-phonon interaction

The second-order Raman spectrum of germani-
um in the 2TO region is shown in Fig. 12 for five
different laser wavelengths covering the E„E,+ 4&

region. %e note a change in the shape of this
spectrum with laser wavelength involving mainly
a stronger resonance of the 2TO(1') feature (which
peaks about 2. 4 eV). The 2TO(1") peak shifts to
lower wave numbers with increasing laser frequen-
cy. Both the strong resonance and the shift to

smaller wave numbers are characteristic of pro-
cesses of the type of Fig. 3(b) and Eq. (15). As
discussed in the previous subsection for the E, —E&

+ 4, gaps these processes are mainly of the form
of Fig. 6(a). We plot in Fig. 13 the strengths of

Z
Q

QJ LA

Q ai

X
K

2,0

E) El+5;

22 24

ENERGY (eV}

2 TO(l j
~ a EXPERIMENT

~—T HEQRY

FIG. 13. Resonance of the I'& component of the 2TO(I')
structure of Fig. 12. We have plotted the areas of the
structure obtained by subtraction of the low-energy curve
[Fig. 10, ~ = l. 92 eV] from the curve at the laser energy
of the horizontal scale. Triangles: dye-laser points;
circles: gas laser. Solid curve: theory calculated with
the damping constants g& =1.38'QTo and '02=2. 8 SQ&o for
the E& and Eq+ && gaps, respectively and the masses
m~= 0.082m, ~g~Q. QRyn.

550 575 600 625

WAVE NIJMBER ( crn j

FIG. 12. I'&+ 1 &2+ I 25. component of the second-order
Haman spectrum in the region of overtone scattering by
2TO phonons for five different laser wavelengths.
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the 2I' optical resonance as a function of phonon
energy. We have also plotted in this figure the
calculated cross-section for RTO(I') scattering us-
ing Eq. (25) together with experimental points. A

cutoff D of one and damping constants 4 =1 3ITQ
and g2=2. el~To for the E& and E, +6& gapa were
chosen. The other band parameters were taken
from Ref. 8. The calculated curve does not depend
very much on the value chosen for D. The choice
of the damping constants was determined by two
conditions: (a) the shape of the 1TO resonance,
calculated with Eq. (A14), should reproduce rea-
sonably well the experiments. Figure 5 shows that
the calculated first-order cross section using the
above damping constants agrees with the absolute
square of the derivative of the experimental linear
susceptibility. This ensures that our band model
for the E, and E&+ 4, gaps is realistic; (b) the ra-
tio of the E&+ 4& peak to the E, peak depends sen-
sitively on the ratio g2/g, . Using the same damp-
ing for both gaps would enhance the E&+ 4& maxi-
mum by one order of magnitude compared to the
E& maximum, contrary to observations. A damp-
ing g& larger than g& is reasonable because the E&

+ 5& gap lies in the continuum of the Ej states and
is thus affected by more elastic scattering chan-
nels. Modulation spectroscopy for many germani-
um and zinc-blende-type materials, suggest qm

=1 5g
Using Eqs. (25) and (A14), together with the cal-

culated deformation potential, a theoretical ratio of
about 0.01 is obtained for 2TO(F) to 1TO(I') scat-
tering. The experimental ratio is of this order of
magnitude, a rather direct proof that the 2TO(F)
structure is indeed due to iterated first-order pro-
cesses. The theoretical and experimental frequen-
cy dependence in Fig. 13 agree quite well. There
are some discrepancies for the high- and low-fre-
quency wings which, however, could be due to the
procedure used to isolate the RTO(F) structure
from the less resonant background.

Figure 14 shows the quantity I ~„.S .„(X)I',
calculated only for one valley, as a function of the
transverse momentum X=a@. This quantity indi-
cates whether only a small region around the
(1, 1, 1) axes contributes effectively to the RTO(I')
scattering or whether an extended Brillouin zone
region contributes. The solid curve calculated for
an incident frequency Sco =E& -3.5 SATo falls off
only slowly with increasing X; thus, for this fre-
quency nearly all phonons in the Brillouin zone
contribute. This case does not lead to a well de-
fined 2TO(I') structure: The RTO(I') iterative peak
becomes broad and vanishes rapidly for long wave-
lengths. At these frequencies, peaks in the two-
phonon density of states dominate the second order
spectrum.

At higher frequencies the region which contrib-
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FIG. 14. Squared transition matrix element for the
contribution of One [111]valley to the 2'fQ(I') iterative
scattering as function of the transverse momentum g:
aQ calculated for three incident photon frequencies:
solid line: 8'~ =E —3. 5SQTo, dashed line: hey =E
+ 1.5SQTo, dash-dot line: Sv =E, + 6.5KQTo, dot line:
8 =E, +14 lQTo.

utes effectively to the sum over final states nar-
rows and leads, for energies Ice-E&+~„ to a
sharp peak which shifts to higher transverse mo-
mentum with increasing incident frequency. The
origin of the shift is clear: When the incident fre-
quency is above the gap the additional energy de-
nominator of the iterated process becomes reso-
nant for finite momentum of the recoil kinetic en-
ergy of the electron-hole pair. The higher the in-
cident frequency, the larger must be the momen-
tum to make the energy denominator resonant.
From Fig. 14 the following qualitative predictions
can be made: If 5+«E, the 2TO(I') iterative con-
tribution should grow out of the background with
increasing frequency as a broad structure. For
@g &E, the structure should become a well-defined
peak. With increasing frequency the 2TO(I') Ra-
man peak should shift to lower frequencies in ger-
manium' because the optical phonon frequency de-
creases with increasing momentum. All these
predictions are in qualitative agreement with the
results of Fig. 12. Quantitatively, Fig. 12 sug-
gests a maximum shift of the 2TO(I") peak of about
7 cm . Figure 14 predicts a change in the impor-
tant momenta of X=a@= 10-15 corresponding to
phonon shifts in germanium ' of about 3-10 cm '
for TO or LO phonons in rough agreement with the
experimental value. The line shapes, linewidths,
and line shifts behave in many respects similar to
the previously considered case of RLO(F), 2TO(F)
and LO(T) + TO(I') scattering at the Eo gap in
GaP, ' ' 6 although in this case a Fr5hlich mecha-
nism determines the electron-LO-phonon interac-
tion.

Figure 12 also shows a deformation of the rela-
tive intensities of the Fl'O(L) and the 2TO(X- W)
peaks from 2.41 to 2.6 eV. Figures 7 and 11 sug-
gest that the 2TO(L) structure resonates in excess
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2X~ ~2L APPENDIX

We give in the following explicit expressions for
the electron-photon and electron-phonon coupling
functions appropriate for the El and El+ ~l gap
germanium. The coupling functions are defined in
such a way that they contain all factors and matrix
elements in front of the creation and destruction
operators in the Hamiltonian. The symmetry prop-
erties of the electron-photon interaction are deter-
mined by the momentum operator, those of the
electron-phonon interaction by a potential deriva-
tive. In the first case one needs the matrix ele-
ments between valence and conduction bands, in the
second case within the valence and conduction
bands. Using the symmetry group C3„and the va-
lence band symmetries A4, , and A6 and the conduc-
tion band symmetry A6 one obtains the coupling ma-
trix

gla =g2*i p
1=X~ g~ Z

100 1SO 200

'AtAVE NUMBER ((:rn')
FIG. 15. 2TA Raman spectra of germanium for five

different laser frequencies.

250

of the theoretical electron-two-phonon interaction
curve. A possible explanation for this additional
cross section is a contribution of iterative pro-
cesses which for the edge of the zone phonons can
become strong near indirect gaps. ' The phonons
which participate in the corresponding indirect ab-
sorption show an iterative Raman resonance be-
cause of a vanishing energy denominator in the pro-
cess of Fig. 3(b). The strongest indirect gap, that
between the maxima in the density of valence and
conduction states, occurs somewhat high in ener-
gy (5 eV) to explain the observed iterative L pho-
non resonance. It is more satisfactory to invoke
transitions between the L,. critical point of the va-
lence band and the first maximum in the density of
conduction-band states related to the X- Z regions
(3.5 eV). ' The Xpoint is at the low-energy side
of this peak, giving an L3 —X gap of 2. 6 eV which
would explain well the observed iterative 2TO(L)
resonance: the momentum transfer at this indi-
rect gap is
(2v/a)(-,', —,', —,') —(2v/a)(1, 0, 0)

=(2v/a)(--,', —,', —,')-=L pomt.

We should point out that an analogous 2I' reso-
nance has been recently observed for silicon at
and above 3.4 eV.

The 2TA Raman spectra are shown in Fig. 15 for
five different laser frequencies. Within experi-
mental uncertainties no deformation of the scatter-
ing curve with laser frequency occurs.

g 1
glx- gran- ~2

V2 V3

(A 1)

for the electron-photon matrix. The index i refers
to the three Cartesian components of the momen-
tum operator and the indices 1 and 2 to the E, and

E, + 4, gaps. The ~ signs correspond to the fact
that each band consists of a doublet. g is given by

(A2)

where c in the matrix element is the conduction
band at the El critical point and v the heavy hole
band without spin-orbit splitting which transform
as

1 (X- F) .

ds=(2/3)"'&Fas xl&r„.zl1 as». (A3)

I I'a5.r) is the X component of the three-fold degen-
erate valence bands at l of symmetry I'» . The
perturbation hr, z is due to optical phonons at I'

25'
and represents a relative displacement of the two
sublattices:

av
hr25, z = 2a

BQz
(A4)

The vector:.e dewcnbea Qe re@tive position of

For the deformation potentials we use the defini-
tions of Kane. ' We assume that they are indepen-
dent of the transformed momentum but still can de-
pend on the wave vector of the electron and holes
involved in the scattering process.

There is only one constant at the I' point defined
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4, = (I/O) (hrl, x+ hg, r+ hrlsz»

4 s =(I/A)(hr'sx+ hrs r 2hrs z)
p

If the I" point is approached from the [ill] direc-
tion the above deformation potentials behave as

(A8)

(A 'I)

ds, p(cond) Oq dg p(val) —
clots cats, o &2cfp .

(A8)

the sublattices and a is the cubic lattice constant.
The deformation potential do of Ref. 8 is connected
with ds by do=do/W

Along the [111]direction there are three inde-
pendent deformation potential constants, one for
the conduction band and two for the valence bands.
Neglecting the spin-orbit interaction they are de-
fied by

d,', p(cond) =(A, 1h~ 1A,),
d& o(val} (As 11h., I As, i&, (A5)

&s, o
= &As ~ il 4s.s I As, ~& .

Here A, is the conduction band, As, & the valence
band which transforms as (I/&2(X- y') and

(M is the mass of the nucleus, a the creation op-
erator for a TO phonon at I of polarization n and
Q the corresponding phonon frequency) and assum-
ing that the deformation potentials are not influ-
enced by the spin-orbit splitting the coupling func-
tions f can easily be worked out aiong the [111]di-
rection. We obtain for conduction-band scattering

1 6ahf(X) =f(I') =f(~) =4 ~QM &,', ,(cond) .
(A 10)

X, F, Z denote the polarization of the phonon. The
scattering in the valence bands is determined by

fu(&) =f 'g(I')

«s jv 2 d&, o(val) (1+ AS )ds. o

1+& 3 &3,o ~2&i, o val

(cf g p(val) v 2 cps, p}
(A 1 1 }(- M2do. .. d,s, ,(vai) j

Using the relation

@ 3 1/3

(A 9)

The indices i, j denote the two spin-orbit split va-
lence bands. The transition amplitude for first-
order scattering is

g'(~)l f(i)5.. f(i)lg. (-~')
[h(o+ is} —k(u, (p)+ Iao„(p)] [Ru) + irI —h(g, (p)+ k(g„.(p) —h Q]

Using a critical point analysis and the abbreviations (n is the reduced transverse mass}

A(g) + cg —Qg S~+ zg —43 a'
Q1 6 y 2 ~ y 2~g2Q

(A12) gives for the I's, component of the cross section for first order scattering

do "ss 3&v' VC Ig Is 2 "s, P In(n„)-In(n„. —KQ/p)
dQ 4v4asc'esMhQ 3 'o „,„, n„—n„, +hQ/c

(A 12)

(A 13)

+ ~ [dss, o(cond) -d,s p(val)] ~1, , ~ In(o ) In(a h Q/p)
(A14)

Is=1 AQ p

C is a cutoff for the longitudinal p sum and about 3 for Ge. The content of the bracket is proportional to d,
of Etl. (3) and agrees with Eg. (3) because y'-In(n, ), X -In(ns), y=y'+y .

*On leave from the I aboratoire de Physique Experimen-
tal, Universite Paul Sabatier, I'oulouse, France.
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